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RedemptionKari Baxter Jacobs is furious, hurt, and confused. Her husband, Tim, a respected

professor of journalism, is having an affair with a student. Stunned, Kari returns home to the Baxter

family to sort things out. But when an old flame shows up, she is more confused than

ever.RememberAshley Baxter has locked up her heart, convinced that no oneâ€”including

Godâ€”could love her. Four unlikely peopleâ€”Alzheimerâ€™s patientsâ€”find the cracks in

Ashleyâ€™s heart and slowly help her remember.ReturnLuke, golden boy and the Baxter

familyâ€™s only son, has walked away from everything that mattered most to him: his faith, his

family, and Reagan, his only love. Devastated by the events of September 11, 2001, Luke decides

that life is random, faith a fraud, and God a fantasy.RejoiceBrooke and Peter are struggling in their

marriage when they are faced with the single worst moment ever. What was supposed to be a pool

party for their two daughters and a handful of children ends in disaster. As three-year-old Hayley

fights for her life, the Baxter family draws together, not even sure how to pray.ReunionPlans are

being made for a family reunion. Nearly all the adult Baxter children have a reason to

celebrateâ€”except one. As the preparations get under way, a deadly diagnosis sends shock waves

through the Baxter family and threatens to tear them apart.
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Karen Kingsbury is currently Americaâ€™s best-selling inspirational author. She has written more

than 30 of her Life-Changing Fiction titles and has nearly 5 million books in print. Dubbed by Time



magazine as the Queen of Christian Fiction, Karen receives hundreds of letters each week and

considers her readers as friends. Her fiction has made her one of the countryâ€™s favorite

storytellers, and one of her novels - Gideonâ€™s Gift - is under production for an upcoming major

motion picture release. Her emotionally gripping titles include the popular Redemption series, the

Firstborn series, Divine, One Tuesday Morning, Beyond Tuesday Morning, Oceans Apart, and A

Thousand Tomorrows. Karen and her husband, Don, live in the Pacific Northwest and are parents to

one girl and five boys, including three adopted from Haiti. You can find out more about Karen, her

books, and her appearance schedule at www.KarenKingsbury.com.Gary Smalley, well-known

relationship expert, is the founder of the Smalley Relationship Center and the author of several

dozen books, including the best-selling The Blessing and The Language of Love, as well as Food

and Love and One Flame.

I am only almost through the first story and am in love with Karen Kingsbury and am a big fan of the

amazing Sandra Burr! Nobody can beat her as a reader! She reads and creates the characters like

magic. I am transported to the lives of each one of the characters and she is so convincing! When

the mom or the dad or a little boy or young girl talk... I am picturing them because she makes them

so real. I drive almost two hours a day back and forth to work and I am so in love with this writer and

the series. I don't dread my drives anymore. My wish would be that all of these books be transferred

to MP3 formats and I will definitely keep buying them all!I was a little weary about my purchase

because another reviewer said that the last disc was bad and so  sent another and it was also bad

(why wouldn't they check first? Seems like a LOT of trouble to go through twice!) I will be so

disappointed if that is the case here because I have had one MP3 sent to me twice with both not

working and just gave up.But to give less stars for book it's self seems wrong. I am ready to buy

every one of her books that are on MP3 format! FIVE stars before I even finish the first one. I am so

excited that there are more.This first book about redemption is so well written. It takes you through

each character's perspective as it introduces future main characters and has me hooked. Every

time I get into my car I am excited now! It is like looking forward to a favorite show in my head each

time I drive to and from work and on longer trips, I don't dread them anymore. This story has already

blessed me. It is not contrived at all. I kept jumping back and forth feeling frustrated with Kari's

decision and it shows how you are blessed when you follow God's leading but that it's not as easy

as some formula, this story weaves in and out of your heart like a fine tuned instrument. I totally

recommend it! If you are tired of reading about every move your favorite characters make in bed

and in vivid detail you will find this writing refreshing. There still is plenty of passion but with class



and taste.I will be back to update and tell you if the last disc works... even if it doesn't for the price

four books is a great deal!

I ordered these for my mom for Mother's day and the last disc wouldn't work so  sent a replacement

we got it today an same thing the last disc won't work so now we are getting a refund my mom is

disappointed

If you have not had a chance to read or listen to the Redemption Series by Karen...this is the one

you need to get.As other reviewers have mentioned though, the audio is abridged and that might

pose a problem for some. I had read the books first and so I was able to follow what was going on.

Though I still would not discount the CD series.Karen's writing is a blessing and encouragement In

this series she follow the multi generational family of the Baxters. Through the story, you come to

see a family that deals with real issues and conflict and pain and misunderstandings. Sometimes in

Christian fiction, you don't get that honesty.For me, Karen was able to draw me into each character

that I felt like I knew the family very well. They were a diverse group of family members.I just did not

want the story to end.I re read the series twice and then purchased these CD'sI ended up donating

them to our local library as I wanted to share this story with people who are looking for good writing

that is not filled with violence and sex.It is refreshing to find such an author.

I read this series and then purchased the audio version to listen to with my children in the car. I was

so disappointed that it was NOT unabridged. I found myself again and again stopping the CD to

explain what had happened. . .they would ask how one character got from here-to-there. . .I just

don't like books that are not unabridged and I didn't see clearly anywhere in the product description

online that I was only going to get the condensed version. I would just ask  to make this more clear

in the future.

I have read all of these books by Karen Kingsbury and I cannot recommend them enough. I bought

this audio version for my mom to use in the car while traveling. She loved the stories, too, but

chuckled a bit at the narration sometimes. If you like to get lost in a story and feel like you know the

characters so well you'd call them up for a coffee date...these are the beginning series of many,

many more from Karen. You'll not be disappointed! Blessings and happy reading!

I love Karen Kingsbury books. The Baxter family seems so real. Anybody that wants to read books



that seems so real I would recommend any of Karen books. She I a great author.

Purchased this for my 88 yr. old mother-in-law who cannot see. She went thru the entire series in 1

1/2 days. She said the stories were really great & liked the way they were all put together. Already

sent her another series. She's sharp as a tack & loves the Lord so what better way to fill her day

than to listen to Christian based CD's!

So disappointed! I LOVE Karen Kingsbury and audio CDs. The problem with this set is that it is

ABRIDGED! I did not read the fine print. Believe me TOO much is left out of the audio version. I

listen on my way to work and then read a chapter or two if I have time when I get home! WOW ... I

just stopped listening and will return them.Will always make sure I never, ever get abridged again!
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